determined by the geometric mean scale factor R(t, x) of the cosmological evolution of the additional D spatial dimensions.
In Kaluza-Klein theories, the fine (a = e ), weak (a~= GF m ) , and strong (a, =g, ) gauge coupling "constants" observed in our four-dimensional (e) A slight increase in the strong coupling can allow the dineutron and diproton to exist.
(f) The rate of the proton capture p +n~H + y, a key step in the synthesis of neutrons and protons into He, will be altered by any change in the strong-coupling strength.
There is also a dramatic consequence in addition to (c) if the electromagnetic coupling is changed by enough to alter the electromagnetic contribution to the neutronproton mass difference so that the following occurs.
(g) The neutron-proton mass difference falls to a value less than the electron mass -0. 
If we combine (1) - (7) 
